Report to Mr. Brett Gerry, President of Boeing Japan
Tohoku University Students’ Projects Supported by Boeing Higher Education Program in 2016-2017

December 4, 2017 13:40 –
Institute of Fluid Science, Tohoku University

Agenda

1) 13:40-14:40: Presentations by the students
   • Human-powered airplane (Windnauts)
   • EV formula car racing (TUFT)
   • Rocket launching (From The Earth)
   • Robotics programming
   • Graduate student project 1 (Mr. Issei Tanaka)
   • Graduate student project 2 (Mr. Masashi Sode)

2) 14:40~14:45: Comment from Boeing

3) 14:50~15:35: Academic lecture by Dr. Yuka Iga, Assoc. Professor, Tohoku University: Cavitation Instabilities arising in Liquid Propellant Rocket Engine

4) 15:35~16:15: Presentation by Boeing

5) 16:15~16:50: Tour (Wind tunnel)